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Abstract

This work presents results of the application of different
super-resolution techniques to real world scenarios. The
sensor used for the measurements utilizes a synthetic aper-
ture with two independent transmit elements. For better ex-
ploitation of the given aperture super-resolution techniques
are used, namely linear prediction, ESPRIT, MUSIC and
Root-MUSIC. These algorithms are compared in simula-
tion with respect to their ability to separate targets and their
computational effort. Finally measurement results from
scenarios using corner reflectors and real life environment
are presented.

1 Introduction

Current development in automotive comfort and safety ap-
plications demands for an increasing knowledge about the
environment surrounding the car. This knowledge is gained
using different kinds of sensors that have very different un-
derlying principles, ranging from ultrasound, over camera
to radar systems. As radar sensors have the advantage of be-
ing weather independent and can also be installed invisibly
behind the bumper, they are the sensor of choice for many
of today’s functionalities in a car. For installation behind
the bumper, space is a crucial point to be considered and
sensors have to be built as compact as possible. The antenna
aperture is one of the main factors determining the size of
a sensor. Functional requirements for angular separation
and accuracy demand for larger apertures. Using a syn-
thetic aperture technique with several transmit elements [3]
can improve the situation, but progress in modern signal
processing hardware, both in speed and in power consump-
tion, enables the potential to exploit a given antenna aper-
ture even more using super-resolution techniques.
This paper presents some of the well-known techniques to-
gether with a modern automotive experimental sensor and
gives some measurement examples. In the following sec-
tion the used formalisms are introduced. After that the dif-
ferent algorithms are presented shortly and first simulation
results are given. Subsequently the experimental sensor
setup and the measurement results are shown. In the end
a short conclusion is drawn.
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Figure 1: Illustration of a reflected signal impinging on an
array of four receivers RX1 to RX4.

2 Data Model

A digital beamforming (DBF) radar uses multiple parallel
receive channels with a large field of view (FoV) that are
combined using digital signal processing. The input sig-
nal can be considered as a spatially sampled version of the
incident wave of the reflected transmit signals. Given a cer-
tain angle of arrival (AoA) the impinging signal arrives at
different times at the receive elements resulting in a phase
shift between the receive channels. If the source of the sig-
nal is in the far field of the antenna (i.e. the wave is flat) the
phase shift increases linearly over the whole aperture (see
Figure 1). This results in a harmonic wave sampled at the
positions of the receive elements. The frequency of the sig-
nal depends directly on the AoA. Therefore it is obvious to
use a Fourier Transform (FT) to efficiently determine the
incident angle of the signal.

f (Θ) = FT {s (x)} (1)

This formalism is equivalent to beam steering in a phased
array, where the phases of the individual receive channels
are adjusted for constructive interference in a certain beam
steering angle.

3 Used Techniques

Super-resolution techniques use different mechanisms to
decompose frequencies separated less than the resolvable
distance determined by the antenna aperture. Subspace
methods like MUSIC [6] and ESPRIT [5] use the separa-
tion of signal- and noise-spaces defined by the eigenvectors
of the covariance matrix of the spatially sampled incident



signal. Linear prediction [4] builds a filter model based on
the signal to extrapolate it. In the following paragraphs the
different methods are presented in more detail.

3.1 Estimation of the Covariance Matrix

For the subspace methods MUSIC and ESPRIT the covari-
ance matrix R of the received signal needs to be estimated.
In the noiseless case the matrix R can be calculated directly.
In real world the received signal is a superposition of noise
and the actual signal and therefore R can only be estimated.
The estimation is conducted using

R =
1

N
ssH , (2)

with the signal vector s and the length N of the vector.

3.2 MUSIC and Root-MUSIC

The MUSIC algorithm uses the estimated covariance ma-
trix of a signal to distinguish between the noise space and
the signal space. The noise space is defined by a set of
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix R that form the ma-
trix En. The eigenvectors spanning the signal space form
the matrix Es. Using this separation a pseudo spectrum can
be computed by evaluating

f (Θ) =
[
a (Θ)EnE

H
n a (Θ)

H
]−1

. (3)

This is the approach of the classical MUSIC algorithm. The
steering vector a (Θ) has to be evaluated for all possible
angles Θ. This search process is also very time-consuming.
The term a (Θ)EnE

H
n a (Θ)

H has zeros at each position
of a target, therefore the inverse goes to infinity. This fact
results in very sharp peaks in the pseudo spectrum, but on
the other hand removes the relation of the peak height to the
real amplitude of the target.
When dealing with a uniform, linear array the problem of
finding the frequencies of a signal can be transferred to a
root finding problem of a polynomial [1]:

a (z)EnE
H
n a (z)

H
= 0 with z = exp (jdk sin Θ) , (4)

where d is the distance between the individual antenna el-
ements and k is the wave number. This Root-MUSIC al-
gorithm has the advantage of significantly smaller compu-
tational demands besides other advantages shown in sec-
tion 4 and 6.

3.3 ESPRIT

The ESPRIT algorithm also uses the distinction between
signal and noise space. Additionally it demands for two
identical but spatially displaced copies of the same antenna
configuration. The ESPRIT algorithm exploits the symme-
try of these antenna configurations to determine the AoA of
an incident signal. The matrices of signal eigenvectors E1

and E2 of the two arrays are connected by a matrix Ψ:

E1Ψ = E2 (5)

Therefore the problem of direction finding reduces to the
problem to find the matrix Ψ. The eigenvalues of Ψ are
then equal to the incident angles of the different signals. In
the noiseless case this is a straightforward task. In case of
noise, the two matrices do not only differ because of the
rotation but also because of different noise influences. The
matrix Ψ can then be estimated using different approaches.
The least squares (LS) approach assumes that the noise only
affects one of the arrays which leads to the estimation

ΨLS =
(
E1E

H
1

)−1
EH

1 E2. (6)

There exist other techniques like total least
squares (TLS) [5] that assumes both matrices E1 and E2
are affected by noise or structured least squares (SLS) [2]
that conserves the structure of the invariance equation (5).

3.4 Linear Prediction

Linear prediction uses an approach different to MUSIC and
ESPRIT. The idea behind this algorithm is to take a given
signal, build a model and expand the signal’s length. Af-
ter the expansion the signal can be processed like the signal
from an array with the expanded size. As a larger array also
has a smaller beamwidth, the beamwidth of the virtual ar-
ray is reduced equally. The advantage of this approach is
its linearity. In principle the subsequent signal processing
steps are not influenced by the expansion except for the in-
creased length of the signal. Also the relative amplitudes
of the individual frequencies contained in it are preserved,
what is another vital advantage.

3.5 Estimation of the Number of Targets

For MUSIC and ESPRIT the number of signal eigenvalues
and therefore the number of independent frequencies in a
signal needs to be known in advance. The most widely used
algorithms for this task are the Akaike Information Crite-
rion (AIC) and the Minimum Description Length (MDL)
algorithm [8]. Investigations have shown that the MDL al-
gorithm has better performance and has therefore been se-
lected for further consideration. The idea behind it is to find
a model that yields minimum code length. The criterion it-
self is given by

MDL = − log f (X|E) + 0.5k logN. (7)

The value of f (X|E) gives the probability for an estimated
density E to occur under the observation X, N is the number
of observations and k is the number of free parameters in
the model.

4 Simulation

For a first estimation of the performance to be expected by
the different modes a simple scenario with two targets with
equal amplitude positioned at 5° and 10° (Figure 2), and
5° and 11° (Figure 3) has been simulated. The simulated
array contains 19 individual elements just like the sensor
used for the measurements covered in section 6. Because
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Figure 2: Simulated mean squared error (MSE) of the de-
tected spacing for a scenario with two targets placed at 5°
and 10° obtained using 2000 trials for each algorithm and
SNR.

of the limited beamwidth the targets could not be resolved
using delay and sum beamforming alone. The settings used
for the different modes are:

• Linear Prediction:
Two sided with 5 coefficients and expansion by factor
3 to both sides.

• MUSIC and Root-MUSIC:
Covariance Matrix of Dimension 9 with spatial
smoothing [7].

• ESPRIT:
Least squares with the two sub arrays ranging from
element 1 to 18 and 2 to 19.

The resulting error of the simulation for different SNR val-
ues is shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. To eliminate the
influence of outliers the best and the worst percent of the
results have been discarded in the evaluation resulting in
N=1960 valid data points for averaging:

eMSE (SNR) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(∆ϕ̂i −∆ϕ)
2 (8)

The simulated angle difference is ∆ϕ̂ and the true value is
∆ϕ. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) has been swept in 1 dB
steps from -10 to 30 dB. The simulation results in Figure 2
and Figure 3 show the strong dependency on the SNR for
the algorithms to give accurate results. For the spacing of 5°
in Figure 2 a significantly higher SNR is necessary to give
the same error than for the targets with 6° distance in Fig-
ure 3. MUSIC needs 5 dB more SNR to give the same accu-
racy; the other algorithms need 2 to 3 dB. Another striking
effect is the observable error floor for the linear prediction
in Figure 2: For low SNR the algorithm outperforms the
others but above an SNR of about 7 dB remains at the same
error level. This cannot be explained by the discretization
of the FFT of the expanded signal but is the result of an
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Figure 3: Simulated mean squared error (MSE) of the de-
tected spacing for a scenario with two targets placed at 5°
and 11° obtained using 2000 trials for each algorithm and
SNR.

overlap of the target’s spectra shifting the maxima. This
effect reduces with increasing separation as can be seen
in Figure 3 where the residual error is dominated by the
discretization of the frequency grid which is the same for
MUSIC and linear prediction. Because of the superior per-
formance of the linear prediction at low SNRs it is ideally
suited for environments with few dominant targets and a lot
of clutter. For environments with few outstanding reflectors
and high Signal-to-Clutter Ratio, ESPRIT or Root-MUSIC
appear better suited judging from the present simulation.
The following section introduces the sensor configuration
used for the measurements presented in section 6.

5 Used Sensor

The used experimental sensor utilizes a design with two
transmitters and 10 parallel receivers. A synthetic aper-
ture can be generated resulting in up to 20 virtual receive
channels at 19 different positions. Figure 4 gives an ex-
ample for a synthetic array with two transmitters and three
receivers resulting in five virtual receive channels. The sen-
sor operates in the 76 GHz automotive radar band utiliz-
ing 300 MHz of bandwidth resulting in a range resolution
of 0.5 m. For range-Doppler-processing the sensor uses a
chirp-sequence waveform [9]. Due to the synthetic aperture
principle the fast ramps are transmitted alternating between
the two antennas therefore reducing the highest measurable
Doppler frequency, and equally the maximum measurable
velocity, by a factor 2. In the scenario considered here, all
targets are static, so only one Doppler cell has been evalu-
ated.
In practice the sensor will be mounted on a car and there-
fore a relative movement of the sensor to static targets is
present in relevant scenarios. As the sensor only measures
radial velocities vr the measured velocity of a target de-
creases with increasing angle Θ with respect to the moving
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Figure 4: Example for the antenna configuration with a syn-
thetic aperture for three receivers and two transmitters.

direction and the absolute velocity |~v|:

vr = |~v| cos Θ (9)

With this, two targets with the same velocity, but differ-
ent aspect angles have different relative velocities. If this
difference in measured, relative velocity is larger than the
sensor’s Doppler resolution, these targets are already sep-
arated in the velocity domain and therefore do not have to
be separated in angle. If targets are close to each other the
relative Doppler shift may be too small to separate the tar-
gets. This means the targets need to be separated by beam-
forming. As a consequence, sensors with good range and
Doppler resolution do not need to separate a high number
of targets in angle. The more common use case will be to
separate few, but closely spaced targets. This is another im-
portant motivation for implementing super-resolution tech-
niques on sensor architectures.

6 Measurement Results
To verify the results of the implemented algorithms two
measurement campaigns have been conducted: The first
one used two corner reflectors having a defined separation
to show the performance of the algorithm in a simple sce-
nario, the other one with a real world scenario to show the
algorithms’ performance in a not so well defined environ-
ment. In the real world scenario the number of signals is
estimated using the MDL algorithm as presented in sec-
tion 3.5. In the scenario with the two corner reflectors the
number of signals is set to two. The other parameters have
been set as in the simulation in section 4.

6.1 Measurements with Corner Reflectors

For a first comparison of the different super-resolution tech-
niques, a setup with two corner reflectors positioned in the
same range cell under different angles has been selected.
One corner reflector was positioned at a distance of 10 m
directly in front of the sensor (i.e. at 0°) and the other one
under different angles below the classical 3-dB-beamwidth.
With this setup the ability to separate two point targets un-
der well-known conditions was evaluated. Figure 5 shows
one exemplary processing result of the recorded data.
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Figure 5: Amplitude plot of five different DOA algorithms.
ESPRIT and Root-MUSIC results have been plotted at 0 dB
for comparison. The positions of the reflectors are at 0° and
7.5° in 10 m distance to the sensor.

The angle spectra of different processing techniques are dis-
played. The two reflectors cannot be resolved with the de-
lay and sum approach but with both MUSIC and linear pre-
diction. The MUSIC pseudo spectrum shows the typical
spiky character. The amplitudes of the peaks differ by more
than 15 dB although the corner reflectors were identical
with a radar cross section (RCS) of 10 dBsm. The pseudo
spectrum of the linear prediction shows a much smoother
shape and also the amplitudes of the two peaks are similar
to a very good degree. The fact that the amplitude relation
of different targets is not influenced by this type of super-
resolution algorithm is an important factor, as the estimated
RCS of a target is one vital parameter for object classifi-
cation. The DOA results for LS-ESPRIT and Root-MUSIC
have also been included in the graph to allow better compar-
ison. As these two algorithms in the way implemented here
do not give any amplitude information, the resulting angles
have been plotted at the 0 dB level (triangle: LS-ESPRIT,
square: Root-MUSIC). Summarizing, the estimated angles
agree very well.

6.2 Measurements in Real World Scenarios

For further comparison of the presented super-resolution al-
gorithms a real word scenario was evaluated. Figure 6 de-
picts the scenario. It has been selected because of the di-
verse reflectors ranging from lamp posts (labeled B and C)
with very good, point reflector like behavior, to trees and
road signs (labeled A) with a more distributed reflection
pattern.
Figure 7 shows the obtained radar image when using the
delay and sum algorithm for beamforming. Several strong
and isolated reflectors are visible but the broad angular re-
sponses prevent a clearer image. The amplitude plot in Fig-
ure 8 is based on the same data but uses linear prediction
for beamforming. In this radar image several features are
visible that have been smeared in the previous plot. Espe-
cially the lamp posts B and C appear as point-like targets.



Figure 6: Image of the scene used for the radar image.
Strong targets have been marked (A: road sign; B, C: lamp
post).
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Figure 7: Normalized amplitude plot of a measured scene
obtained using the delay and sum algorithm.

Figure 9 displays the beamforming result, when applying
MUSIC. The radar image is difficult to interpret as a whole
because the relation between the individual targets is lost
due to the non-linearity of the pseudo spectrum. Therefore
Figure 10 shows the same radar image with a CFAR algo-
rithm applied before the beamforming. In this graph the
targets are visible more easily but the nonlinear behavior is
still obvious, as the lamp post C has a significantly smaller
amplitude as lamp post C. Also some strong false peaks
are visible, like the ones right of the marker B. As Root-
MUSIC and ESPRIT gave virtually the same results in the
simulation only Root-MUSIC is shown in Figure 11. For
better mapping to the other graphs Figure 7 has been under-
layed. With this combination more details become visible
as from the positions alone. This shows that for MUSIC,
Root-MUSIC and ESPRIT some knowledge about the en-
vironment is necessary in identifying false targets and clas-
sifying targets by their reflectivity.

7 Conclusion

In this work several well-known super-resolution algo-
rithms were presented and their performance was evalu-
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Figure 8: Normalized amplitude plot of a measured scene
obtained using the linear prediction algorithm.
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Figure 9: Normalized amplitude plot of the measured scene
using the MUSIC algorithm.

ated based on a synthetic scenario with two corner reflec-
tors and a real world scenario containing different street
objects. Each algorithm was able to improve the result
significantly with respect to separability of objects. Con-
cerning computational complexity MUSIC has the high-
est demand. For imaging radar, especially in an automo-
tive environment with highly dynamic scenarios, its non-
linear behavior complicates the subsequent clustering and
object generation task distinctively. The same applies for
Root-MUSIC and ESPRIT whereas these have significantly
smaller computational complexity. This makes these algo-
rithms an interesting extension for a two stage design: In
the first stage a standard beamformer (e.g. delay and sum)
computes a low resolution image of the environment, and in
the second stage a super-resolution algorithm is applied to
the areas, where a higher resolution is desired. Depending
on the geometry of the antenna array, this second stage may
be ESPRIT or Root-MUSIC.
Linear prediction on the other hand has the advantage of
good performance at low SNRs and the linear amplitude
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Figure 10: Normalized amplitude plot of the measured
scene using the MUSIC and a CFAR algorithm.
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Figure 11: Plot of the measured scene obtained using the
Root-MUSIC algorithm. The black dots indicate the target
positions obtained by the Root-MUSIC algorithm. Figure 7
has been underlayed for better target mapping.

response enabling the estimation of the environment with
high resolution in one processing stage. These properties
together with a better runtime than MUSIC, pose an im-
portant advantage in highly dynamic environments as they
are to be faced in future automotive environments like inner
cities.
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